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Abstract- BIPV (Building Integrated Photovoltaics)
refers to the application of PV (photovoltaic) in
which the system as well as having the function of
producing electricity, also takes the role of building
form and element. One of interesting solution from
BIPV application is the use of huge vedical facade in
mid and high-rise building st urban area. In fact. the
use of vertical facade is associated with the
availability of huge vertical area compared to
horizontal area (roof). The vertical installment might
minimize radiation supply, but huge facade is
expected to compensate power reduction. Electricity
output generized by BIPV depends on the amount of
solar radiation received by PV panel. There are some
factors affect the amount of radiation received. One
of them is the tilt angle and the orientation angle of
PV panel. Higher electricity output are tried io be
reached by collaborating those factor with orientation
principle in folding concept. The coilaboration results
in bigger surface area to receive radiation. The
purpose of this research is to find out the optimum
folding wall-BIPV configuration. This purpose will be
achieved through two steps. First, comparing annual
radiation received by folding wall-BIpV configuration
and flat wall-BIPV. Second, optimizing annual
radiation received by folding wall-BlpV
configuration. Experiment with simulation as it tools
will be used as research method to get the optimal
configuration of Folding Wall-BIpV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy production commonly described as
separated part from the built environment, with
large scale power generation, and located some
distance from the end user [l]. Energy generation
(heat or electricity) by individual buildings or small
groups of buildings at the small scale can be
de.fined as microgeneration. One of promising
microgeneration technologies is photovoitaic. One
of its system called BIpV (Building Integrated
Photovoltaic) gives more advantug", ,r& u,
reducing cost. The use of pV panels as building
envelope will substitude the need of conventional
building's material. BIpV refers to the application
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of PV in which the system, as well as having the
function of producing electricity, also takes on the
role of building form and elements. One of
interesting solution from BIPV application is the
use of huge vertical facade in mid and high-rise
building at urban area. In fact, the use of vertical
facade is associated with the availability of huge
vertical area compared to horizontal area (roof).
The vertical installement might cause radiation
supply is not maximum, but huge facade is
expected to compensate power reduction.

The work of BIPV system as a potential
renewable technology depends on the amount of
radiation that reach PV cell, factors related to pV
cell, and factors related to architecture itself. The
last means that the architecture form will influence
the efficiency of BIPV, and BIpV will influence
the form of architecture. One of architectural
approach to create architecture forms is folding
design. Folding architecture has the essence of
orientation. In folding architecture, orientation can
be arranged based on design needs [2]. Meanwhile,
in BIPV, the optimal orientation of pV panels take
a big role in determining the output of electricity
generation. Based on orientation principle in
folding architecture as well as in BIpV, iolding
architecture can be used as form giver to BIpV.
Determination of PV panels and folding orientation
can be arranged to get the optimal radiation. In the
orientation arrangement, there is an essence of
interval folding angle on the building envelope.
Folding process and angle interval will create big
area of building envelope. Big area of building
envelope will add radiation receiving surface
compared to architecture without folding.

. Getting the optimum folding wall configuration
is the aim of this research. Optimal folding-wall is
the wall that received the biggest annual iadiation
and.also has the highest procentage of uniformity.
Optimation limitation for annual radiation receivid
is the average electricity needed by office building.
It is about 240 kWh/mr/year [3]. Optimatioin
limitation for uniformity procentage is 

-AOU, 
1+1.

Experimental method is used to know ihe
relationship between tilt and orientation setting to
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